In silico study of breast cancer associated gene 3 using LION Target Engine and other tools.
Sequence analysis of individual targets is an important step in annotation and validation. As a test case, we investigated human breast cancer associated gene 3 (BCA3) with LION Target Engine and with other bioinformatics tools. LION Target Engine confirmed that the BCA3 gene is located on 11p15.4 and that the two most likely splice variants (lacking exon 3 and exons 3 and 5, respectively) exist. Based on our manual curation of sequence data, it is proposed that an additional variant (missing only exon 5) published in a public sequence repository, is a prediction artifact. A significant number of new orthologs were also identified, and these were the basis for a high-quality protein secondary structure prediction. Moreover, our research confirmed several distinct functional domains as described in earlier reports. Sequence conservation from multiple sequence alignments, splice variant identification, secondary structure predictions, and predicted phosphorylation sites suggest that the removal of interaction sites through alternative splicing might play a modulatory role in BCA3. This in silico approach shows the depth and relevance of an analysis that can be accomplished by including a variety of publicly available tools with an integrated and customizable life science informatics platform.